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design is the synthesis of multiple opinions and perspectives, care

fully balanced constraints, and considerable revision. Since effec

tive solutions can come from different directions, it's the interplay

between people that makes the difference between bad, good, and

great design. Instilling and supporting diversity on the design team

is critical, as is fostering a collaborative environment that is open to

the expression of divergent viewpoints.

Keep in mind that when we speak of diversity, we mean more

than skin color. A mixture of ages and genders is as important as a

mixture of cultural perspectives. Particularly in business environ

ments, it is often the woman's perspective or that of a 25- year-old

that is missing from design collaborations. Ironically and unfortu

nately, these perspectives typically reflect large and important con

sumer constituencies.

4. Design includes execution. Companies often treat ideas as

if they were the end-point instead of the beginning of a process. But

ideas in and of themselves aren't valuable and make no contribu

tion to a company until they are elaborated enough to be patented

or until they take shape in the marketplace. It is the execution of an

idea that, ultimately, changes businesses or the world. Reward the

development, deployment, and delivery of ideas that provide actual

value to your customers.

Microsoft took a step in this direction recently, basing senior

executive bonuses not just on improved sales numbers, but also on

an improvement in customer satisfaction levels. Since customers

are rarely satisfied by an idea alone, this clearly communicated a

corporate commitment to successful execution.

5. Design is a transparent, knowable process. To non-

designers, the design process may seem mysterious and inaccessi

ble. Some designers might welcome this "unknowability," feeling

that it protects them from scrutiny and conveys a sense of status,

but ultimately it hurts designers because it alienates them from oth

ers and makes people distrust their contributions.
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Far from being mysterious or unknowable, true design can be

quantified and qualified. Furthermore, designers can be held

accountable for meeting clear specifications and helping the team

achieve its stated goals. Everyone involved in the innovation

process—especially designers—should be able to discuss why they

made certain choices. More often than not, a choice should hinge

on whether it provides customer value. Those who can't explain

their choices, or worse, refuse to and hide behind "inspiration,"

with no customer validation, shouldn't be trusted to make deci

sions.

6. Design is iterative. The perfect solution is impossible, but

design techniques that allow sufficient time for iteration greatly

reduce errors and heighten success. Byallowing time for review and

refinement of ideas, concepts, frameworks, prototypes, and com

munications, a firm increases the likelihood that the final outcome

will be a success.

At the same time, remember that the greatest improvements

in design come in the first few iterations. After that, the significance

of each version usually declines to the point where there is no sig

nificant value gained. Design teams need to locate that mid-point

where the benefits of iteration are not exceeded its costs.

7. Design includes both short-tern and long-term goals.

Properly implemented, design can support both a company's short-

term needs and its long-term goals. In its ability to solve problems

and attract attention, design's contributions can show up in short-

term metrics, such as quarterly financials, product launch revenue,

or last month's brand awareness. But just as important, design can

lay a foundation of increasing growth and profitability by provid

ing a blueprint for future generations of products, services, and

connections.

By adopting these principles and using them throughout the

innovation process, the design of meaningful experiences can

become a company-wide effort. With these principles in place, the
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Figure X.I! The process for designing meaningful experiences proceeds
through five phases, starting with a broad exploration of opportunity and pro
gressing to the final detailed expression through products, services, brand and
all other consumer touch points.

process outlined in the following section can become a respected

and acceptable approach to pursuing new opportunity and build

ing stronger, more resilient consumer relationships.

The Process

The design principles we've explained reflect an emerging philoso

phy that design is a process that can reliably build value for cus

tomers, using a repeatable process with a testable outcome. We

believe the innovation team will succeed to the extent the members

live by these principles and the team follows a systematic approach

similar to the one we'll outline next. The innovation team we

described in the previous chapter will succeed to the extent that it

operates by these principles.

The design of meaningful experiences begins by identifying

the opportunity for new or improved connections to meaning and

concludes with the expression and ongoing support of that mean-
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ing through a multitude of consumer touch points. The earliest

stages are concentrated on developing strategies, ideas, frameworks,

themes, guidelines, and prototypes, while the latter stages elaborate

on refinements, details, options, connections, and communica

tions. Both development and marketing are involved throughout,

with design being the shared language for collaboration.

We'll explore each of these stages in more depth in upcoming

chapters, but for those of you who prefer CliffsNotes, here is an

overview of the process:

1. Identify the opportunity. With over 6 billion people

presently sharing the planet, there's no shortage of demand for

meaningful experiences. The challenge is finding the demand you

can authentically and profitably fill.

This stage identifies how, where, and when people want or

need to connect to new or deeper experiences. Where are the open

ings or gaps that your company could fill—not with products, but

with experiences? How large is the opportunity and how rapidly is

it growing?What's motivating this demand and how pervasiveis it?

This is the stage for carefully examining your competitors' offerings,

seeing where they succeed and where they fail.This is also the stage

for understanding market dynamics, in particular the distribution

system, the supply chain, and the means of communicating with

likely customers.

You'd be surprised how many companies skip this critical

phase. Usually it's because managers think they already know the

marketplace well enough to speculate, or because they've already

decided there's a market for the offering they have. Both of these

assumptions are risky unless backed up by solid evidence. Market

knowledge should be current, comprehensive, and fully identified

before moving to the next stage. It should be informed by meaning

and not merely attitude, usage, lifestyle or price preference. If not, a

company risks wasting its development time and money to build

experiences that aren't valued sufficiently to repay the investment.
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Typically, by spending three months or less, you can identify

whether a reasonable market opportunity exists, produce a rough

outline of its nature, truly understand your potential customer's

needs and desires and givethe team confidenceto move forward.

2. Frame the business idea. Once the opportunity is identi

fied, a company needs to envision and scope out how it plans to act

on that opportunity. This is the stage for creating a plan, putting

together a budget, assembling a team, setting deadlines, and con

sideringall aspectsofexecution.This is the "constraint" stage, when

companies put boundaries around an opportunity or an idea in

order to make it possible. Skipping this stage is not just risky, it's

disastrous. Without a framework to scope development, team

members are clueless about the end goal. There's no blueprint to

follow and no real means for making decisions.

3. Shape the experience concept. This is the stage at which

the innovation team conceptualizes the experience a company

hopes to evoke. It often begins as a simple observation of people's

desire. Method, the innovative household products company we

talked about earlier, developed its experience concept from an

insight about people loving to care for their home. At this stage the

idea is transformed to its full expression.

Companies differ in how they conceptualize. Some brain

storm, others are more analytical. Some depend heavily on con

sumer input, while others avoid it at this stage. We've seen each

approach work successfully, provided the innovation team is well

organized, highly collaborative, and capable of producing clear,

well thought-out comps or prototypes that accuratelydepict the full

range of the consumer's experience

At this stage it's important to keep in mind that meaningful

experiences are delivered through the full range ofconsumer touch

points, that they should be consistent and integrated, and that you

want to leave some level of customization for the consumer. Both

developers and marketers need to equally participate in this stage.
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They need to agree on what the experience is and the mechanisms

by which it's evoked.

4. Refine the experience. While some firms may prefer to

fast-forward to the product launch rather than take time to refine

the experience, this stage is absolutely critical to consumers' final

perceptions of the experience. This is the detail stage, where the

nuances and fine points of meaning are worked out. Attention to

this stage raises the likelihood that potential customers will cor

rectly understand and appreciate the experience being offered,

rather than being confused or dismissive.

Typically this is the stage when firms turn to their markets for

feedback (although we recommend including consumer feedback

from the very beginning of this process). Large firms will test their

products and services, as well as imagery, pricing, packaging, mes

saging, interface design, and all the other interactions with poten

tial customers. Smaller firms may just test the product or service. In

either case, if done appropriately, this type of research will indicate

how the market at large will respond. It's a smart company that

uses this feedback as a way to adjust and refine the experience, not

just as a disaster check.

5. Expressing the experience. This final stage of the design

process delivers and maintains the full impact of the experience,

both in the market place and within the company. This is the stage

of active, outbound marketing that communicates and attracts the

right customers, that convinces them to try something new, better,

different or similar. This is also the stage that continues the connec

tion over time, building a stronger relationship through repeated

experiences.While it's tempting to launch a new offering and judge

its success by the initial response, most meaningful experiences

take some time to develop. The first Starbucks, the first shoes from

Nike, the first Disneyland, and the first Bank ofAmerica—all were

starting points on evolutionary processes that continue to this day.
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This stagenurtures and evolves the experience in response to

customers, competitors, new technology, trends and anything else

that influences it. You should consider omitting this stage only if

the company has a death wish.

We've explained these stepsas simply as possible, but we've

left out considerable detail that is important to consider in adopt

ing this practice. In the coming chapters, we'll take eachstage and

explain how we approach them, how they build and connectwith

each other, and what types of outcome each produces.
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Identifying the Opportunity

for Meaning

Thedesign of authentically meaningful experiencesemerges

from a deep understanding of the potential customer. It

also requires a keen appreciation of market and industry

dynamics, as well as influential technology and design trends. From

the cultural perspective, we identify how, where, when, and why

people want to connect to new or deeper experiences. From the

business perspective, we learn what it will take to be financially and

commerciallysuccessful. The understanding we gain from these two

perspectives defines how a new experience is delivered and provides

a standard by which to evaluate the potential business impact of

that offering.

Both perspectives—business and cultural—are equally impor

tant and interdependent. In our experience, it doesn't matter

whether a company starts with one or the other, as long as both are

taken into account. We'll begin with the market assessment from

the business perspective.

Defining the Market

Assessing market opportunity is a significant but fairly common

business activity, so we won't spend much time describing it. It's a

straightforward process that defines the industry, determines its size

69
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and growth rate, and identifies key trends and enabling tech
nologies. Amarket assessment alsostudies the distribution system,
supply chain, and communication channels. A good assessment

carefully examines competitors' offerings aswell, objectively noting
where they succeedand where they fall short.

Amarket assessment is an importantcomponent in making
meaning because it helps clarify the level of investment and com

mitment a companywill need to make to successfully deliverexpe

riences within a particular industry. The assessment provides

valuable information for setting realistic goals, defining bound

aries, determining partnerships or alliances, and integratingappro

priate trends and technology.

Atruly useful market assessment is built using current, com

prehensive data. Fortunately, these details are in abundant supply

thanks to the Internet, industry analysts, a company's archives, and

search engines. Analyst estimates of market size, growth rate, and

major trends are readily available for most industries. Some com

panies have a single, trusted source of market information, but our

preference is to build an overviewof an industry by digesting and

comparing several estimates. At a minimum, the data should out

line the following:

• What is the size of the current market, and how large is it

expected to grow over the next three to five years?

• What are the main categories within the industry, includ

ing their size and growth rates?

• Who are the key players, and what are their business strate

gies? Which companies are positioned to enter the indus

try, even though they are not currently competitors?

• What major trends are shaping the future direction of the

market (social, cultural, regulatory, and so on)?

• What technologies or new capabilities are being adopted,

and by whom?
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• What is the overall profile of the target audience, and

what distinct types of customer is each major competitor

targeting?

• What are the core customer needs that this industry

addresses?

• Which channels serve the industry and what is purchase

process?

A market assessment that answers these questions creates a

framework for looking at the business dynamics and clarifies the

starting point for innovation and design. For example, imagine we

lead the innovation team for a company we'll call Footwork, Inc.

that makes athletic shoes. An overview like this would tell us that

the current U.S. shoe market has roughly $40 billion in sales and is

characterized by slow growth, brand fragmentation, and domina

tion by large national and multinational marketers. Such an assess

ment would let us know that casual shoes make up half the market,

athletic shoes another third, with the rest divided between dress

shoes and rugged shoes (like hiking boots). We'd know that chil

dren's shoes comprise 18 percent of the market; that nine out every

ten shoes is imported; that shoe stores account for 30 percent of

sales; and that consumer advertising for shoes exceeds $500 mil

lion a year. We'd understand the latest technical inventions and the

popular style trends.

In other words, we'd have a good understanding of the nuts

and bolts of the footwear industry. But we wouldn't yet know any

thing about our potential customer's experience of wearing shoes,

nor what is (or could be) meaningful about that experience. For

that kind of information we need to assess the opportunity from a

consumer's point ofview, emphasizing a cultural and personal per

spective.
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Understanding the Customer

Learning what is meaningful to your potential customers isn't easy.

Unlike the business analysis, data on consumer experiencesand val

ued meanings is usually more difficult to find. We can't Google

"experience ofaccomplishment," or "what meanings people value,"

and hope to get much help. Evencompanies that have a great deal

ofcustomer information rarely get to this level ofdiscernment. But

by spending a modest amount of time, effort, and investment, this

type of assessment can provide fundamental and powerful under

standings of not only who a company's customers are, but also how

meaning shapes their world.

Learning what is meaningful to customers can rely on a vari

ety of research tools, but the process must always be wide-ranging

and exploratory. Research can be conducted by a company's inter

nal research department, or by an external partner with specific

expertise. Regardless ofwho is responsible for the research and how

it's performed, the researchers doing this work should have a

robust, vivid understanding of what meaningful experiences are,

and they should structure their fieldwork around three questions:

• What types of meaningful experiences do customers want?

• What experiences are currently offered in the marketplace?

• How can a desired meaning be delivered?

Getting to Meaning

Exploring what the role meaning has in their lives and the types of

experiences people want can be an overwhelming task unless the

process is organized in a manageable way and tied to a reasonable

business goal. For example, one typical approach is to begin by pro

filing potential customers and categorizing them into groups or seg-
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ments that share similar traits. Conventional segmentation typically

divides people into demographic or psychographic groupings, and
then prioritizes those groups according to which are most likely to

buya company's products or services. Meaning-based segmentation,

on the other hand, groups people by their meaning preferences and

then chooses which groups to serve.

When the goal is to segment and profile consumers by the

meanings they value, personal interviewing is mandatory. Observa

tion alone can often be misinterpreted, and structured surveysby

phone or online can't provide enough depth and clarity. The most

popular approaches to conducting personal interviews are ethno

graphic methods adapted from anthropology. Ethnography, as we

practice it, means the holistic study of a person's experience, mean

ing-making, and behavior in the context of daily life. In simplest

terms, an ethnographer spends extended periods of time observing

and interviewing people while they go about the business of living

their lives.They enter a person's home, workplace, or other repre

sentative environment and observe whatever activities are relevant

with particular care to context and processes. While traditional

interviewers ask about how the person feels, what they are think

ing, how they make choices, and what products or services they

would prefer, ethnographic researchers also look beyond the per

son to also observe the environment—its sounds, smells, and its

appearance. One reason this type of research works well at uncov

ering people's preference for meaning is that it gets at what people

really feel and do "in the moment," rather than what they say at a

later time. Ethnography also gives researchers access to subtle

details and nuances that are important to understand, but which

often remain unseen or taken for granted.

Let's return to Footwork, our hypothetical shoe company to

see how this works. We would start our meaning-based segmenta

tion process by conduaing ethnographic interviews with a range of
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potential customers. Our ethnographers would visit a consumer's

homeandsee hisshoes. The interview would begin broadly, talking
about lifestyle, activities, and possibly notions of playand work.

It would narrow to clothing needs, style, footwear, athletic pur

suits, perhaps ideals of beauty or creativity in fashion. Theethnog
rapher would ask to see the person's shoes and while looking at

them would ask for details about how, when and why each was

purchasedor is worn.Thisexplorationand discussion usuallylasts
two to three hours.

Despite ethnography's effectiveness, observation and open-

ended interviews aren't always sufficient to uncover meaning.

Sometimes it takes creative techniques, such as improvisation, lad

dering or indirect questioning. Laddering is an interview approach

used to reveal the underlying reasons people prefer a product,

brand, or feature. This kind of interview begins with the rational

preferences people easily identify like functional and economic

benefits, then "ladders up" to broader values that are tapped by that

preference.

In using this approach, the ethnographer working on the shoe

company account might observe a person choosing a particular

model of athletic shoe in a store and ask, "What features do you

like about that shoe?" The consumer might point to the functional

design of the sole and its cushioning details. The ethnographer

would then ask, "Why is the design of the sole important to you?"

At this point, the person being interviewed might hesitate for a

moment, and then explain that he cares about how his foot feels

when it hits the ground. Again the ethnographer asks (sometimes

sounding a bit like a 5 year-old), "Why is how your foot feels when

it hits the ground important to you?" The person responds that if

his foot feels good when it hits the ground, he feels more powerful

and has the energy to go further. This explanation of emotional

benefits prompts the ethnographer to ask another follow-up ques

tion, "Why is feeling powerful and going further important to
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you?" Theshoeshopper explains thatachieving goals isa meaning
ful part of his life. If there isa meaningful connection to be found,
this kind of interview, though simple and methodical, can often

find it.

Unfortunately, in many instances, direct questioning doesn't

work. Some aspects of meaning are better found through indi

rectlyquestioning. Indirect questioning avoids specificquestions

about meaning and instead explores related behaviors, attitudes,

beliefs and other evidence that can reveal the role meaning plays

in a person's life. For example, our Footworkethnographer might

ask a consumer to use photographs to answer questions like "My

feet arehappiest when they look like this," or "This helps me look

my best." Photos can uncover insights and deeper meaning that

people might otherwise forget or be unable to convey in words.

They also allow ethnographers to see places and experiences nor

mally hidden from view. Forexample, we used this technique to

gain a deeper perspective on what people do when they are in the

shower. For obvious reasons, no one wanted an ethnographer

observing them in the shower, but many agreed to share more dis

creet photos and other visuals that represented how they felt about

the experience. Our ethnographers used those images to guide a

discussion that uncovered four different segments of "shower tak

ers," each ofwhom found different meaning in that daily ritual.

Another form of indirect questioning that can effectively get

at deeper meaning are projective techniques. Forexample, in work

we did for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, we asked people to imagine

that a new newspaper suddenly appeared that had an uncanny

ability to publish stories that always interested them. In short, it

was each person's ideal newspaper. We then asked which of their

photos the paper would publish and what the story would say. In

the telling of the answers we learned the deeper meaning of the

photo (and for this client, what the most meaningful news experi

ence was about).
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Choosing and Confirming

Many different approaches and techniques canhelpfind the oppor
tunityfor meaning and even morewill be developed in the coming

years, but we're going to assumeyou get the point and move to the

equally important step of using these insights to better understand

the market opportunity.

Our shoe company has completed the initial exploration and

learned that potential customers divide into five distinctgroups of

adult shoe buyers, based on the type of meaningful experience each

seeks. As members of the innovation team, we would decide which

groups represent the best opportunities for Footwork based on the

size of the group, its growth rate, its potential profitability, the like

lihood of competition or the company's desire or ability to offer

that particular meaningful experience. In some cases, a company

might try to serve two or three groups with a combined experience

Nike does that by offering athletic footwear that can be customized,

serving both a desire for accomplishment and creation. Rarely

would a company decide to design one experience to suit more

than three groups because the experience would then become too

complex or diluted.

Although ethnography and other forms of qualitative inter

viewing are most effective at identifying the demand for meaning

and the nature of desirable experiences, neither of these approaches

is useful for estimating the size or value of the opportunity. Conse

quently, ethnographic work is often followed by quantitative

research that surveys large numbers of people and uses statistical

rigor to provide more precise measurements and predictions.

As with ethnography, there are numerous quantitative tech

niques we find to be effective. Whether they are done online, by

phone, or in person, the important thing is that they suit the needs
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of the company and that they be done well. Quantitative tech
niques areonlyreliable if the correct population of people is inter
viewed, the right questions are asked, and they are asked in the

appropriate way. These may seem like basic criteria, but we've seen
many development processes undermined by faulty quantitative

research that gave false assurances of success, or conversely, inaccu

rately warned of failure.

What are the right questions to confirm the demand for an

experience? Normally, if the ethnographic research is done first, it

suggests whichareasare most important to validate. However, con

veyinga desirableexperience through words is an art. Asking some

one, "Do you choose an athletic shoe to give you a sense of

accomplishment—yes or no?" is unlikely to elicit accurate, or even

usable data. For that reason, we advocate using indirect questioning

and when possible, using visuals to convey the nature of an experi

ence. Our footwear company might show a series of images sug

gestingthe conceptsof accomplishment, creation, unity, freedom,

and validation. Under each visual we'd list statements like "reflects

an important quality to consider" or "most like me." We'd ask peo

ple to review each image and then rate the accuracyof each state

ment. Testingthe questionnaire on a small sampling of people can

ensure that each visual is understood as intended.

Dozens of techniques like the ones we'vedescribed can work

to uncover meaning in people's lives, and to explore the full range

of experiences people have and want. Regardless of the research

approach a company adopts, the outcome should explain how con

sumers differ in the type of experiences they desire, and bring the

identityof those potential customers into sharp focus. Atthe end of

this phase of innovation, researchers should be able to state their

beliefs about possible market appeal on a segment-by-segment

basis. They should also be encouraged to propose initial product

direction and ideas based on their understanding of what con-
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sumers want. While it's too earlyfor ethnographers and researchers

to tell an innovation team exactly what to doat this point, they can
collaborate with the innovation team to make sense of what the

market is saying.

Combining these two assessments—the market perspective

and the consumer perspective—gives companies and their innova

tion teams a complete landscape of the opportunity available to

them. The next step takes this broad, more exploratory view and

frames the specific opportunity the companywants to address.
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Framing the Experience

Identifying the market opportunity for meaningful experiences

illustrates the options open to a company. The next step is to

clearly define what a company will create to pursue that oppor

tunity. In this stage, we do that by answeringquestions that only the

company itself can decide: Which opportunity—and specifically,

which meaning—represents the best fit to the company's goals and

abilities? How should the company integrate functional, economic,

emotional or identity attributes into the experience?What resources

can the company devote to this pursuit, and over what period of

time? How will success be measured? These answers start to form a

framework for the innovation process, one that is increasingly

refined and made richer as the process continues.

This stage requires the innovation team to set boundaries that

can be difficult for some members to accept because it means some

opportunities must be abandoned or scaled down. The process of

eliminating some and focusing on just one or two is a beneficial

one, however, because through it, an opportunity becomes an

attainable goal. This stage also requires initial financial and busi

ness scope planning. When it comes to the financial evaluation of

opportunities and the basics of product planning, hundreds of

books and thousands of consultants can provide guidance on esti

mating revenue and return, developing a business model, estab

lishing timelines, and creating alliances for outsourcing, licensing

or partnering. We won't dwell on these details other than to con-
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firm they are important earlydecisions. What we want to do in this

chapter instead is to concentrate on additional considerations we

believe are necessary when planning the design of meaningful
experiences.

In the previouschapter our shoe company, Footwork, discov

ered consumersegments with five distinctpreferences for meaning

ful experiences that the company could potentially use as a focus

for its innovation. We also determined that the market dynamics

support further innovation in this category.Now we need to decide

which opportunities the company will pursue and to what extent.

Let's assume the company quickly decided to ignore two of the

consumer segments: one is too small, and the other does not have

a good fit with the company's direction. The three remaining seg

ments include consumers who seek the experience of accomplish

ment, those who seek the experience of beauty, and those who seek

the experience of freedom—all promise strong potential, but can

the company address all three segments and if so, how should the

desired experiences be combined into a cohesive and appealing

offer? Choosing the consumer target and defining the scope of the

experience will begin to create the framework for the process which

ensues.

Choosing the Experience

Sometimes just the processof thinking about the customer in a new,

experiential way makes it relatively easy for innovation team mem

bers to choose and define the experiencesthey want to offer. At this

point, a company may realize it already offers its customers a mean

ingful experience but is not delivering it as completely and cohe

sively as it could. Perhaps its brand conveys meaning, but its

product doesn't really live up to that promise. Or perhaps its service

and brand evoke a sense of community for customers, but contact


